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dedicated to the 
Graduates of 1959-60 
Poge Two 
' THE TOWERS " 1959-1960 
PRINCIPAL' S MESSAGE . . . 
L. f. McGEE 
Among the many responsibilities assumed by students in a Secondary School none is more demanding than the 
publication of the annual Year Book. I do wont to congratulate the students concerned and their staff advisers 
on this product of their efforts.' If the task has been onerous I know that it has also been rewarding. 
This edition of The Towers is the first produced by the W. D. Lowe Technical School as an all -male 
student body. The obsence of the staff and students of the Commercial Department is reflected in the content of 
this Year Book as in all aspects of our school life. While we miss them we are delighted to hear report s of the 
splendid success at the High School of Commerce of those wno, a short year ago, were our colleagues. 
To all students this edition of The Towers will be a review ond a reminder of the activities of 1959-60. I hope 
that in the years ahead you will remember this as a happy and profitable year. 
To those of you who will be our Graduates of 1960 I wont this page to carry a special wish-your con-
tinued success and happiness. 
L. F. McGEE, Principal 
" THE TOWERS " 1959- 1960 Page Thr•• 
A Message from . . . 
W. A. MALKIN 
C. C. FISHER 
THE ACADEMIC DIRECTOR 
To the Graduating class I offer my congratulations 
and best wishes for a successful career in your chosen 
field. Through your ability, application and say, a little 
luck, you are joining the thousands of Tech Alumni. 
To the graduates of the future, I urge that you 
take full advantage of the opportunities offered here. 
Take on active part in at least one extra-curricular 
activity-but remember that your studies must have first 
priority on your time. The habits you develop when you 
are young continue all your life. Develop the habits of 
courtesy, cooperation, punctuality, regularity and de-
pendability. They will help your progress and make life so 
much more pleasant for you and your associates. 
W. A. MALKIN 
THE TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
Our dictionary defines the word "reward" as a 
"recompense or return". 
In just a few weeks' time, many of our graduates 
wil l leove our school to fill positions in the industrigl 
and business world. For several years after graduation 
very little will be learned about them. Then gradually 
they will come to our attention, not as graduates but as 
skilled mechanics, foremen, technicians, business men, 
and perhaps as new teachers on our own staff. 
It is with considerable pride and satisfaction that we, 
the Slaff, see our Graduates step into these positions of 
opportunity and responsibility. Al that moment we share 
with you the feeling of satisfaction and pride in o task 
well done. You are living evidence of our success as 
well as your own in this work of education in democracy. 
To watch our students develop and progress in their 
chosen work is the teacher's highest reword and corn· 
pensotion. 
To our Graduates we wish every success in your 
ckosen field of endeavour. And we shall look forward to 
a visit from you sometime in the future. 
C. C. FISHER 
Poge Fo,ir 'THE TOWERS" 1959-1960 
STAFF MEMBERS 
FRONT ROW (left 10 righ!): Mr. McMonus, Mr. Dickson, Mr. Cole, Mr. Malkin, Mr. McGee (Principal), Mr. llarneo, Mr. Fishwick, Mr. Hogan. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Lawson, Mr. Neely, Mr. lluie, Mr. Nepri!y, Mr. Phillips, Mr. !laird, Mr. Harrison, Mr. Fershl, Mr. Nixon, Mr. Adsel!, 
Mr. Weir, Mr. Gillies. 
THIRD ROW: Mr. Fisher, Mr. Sherman, Mr. Flagler, Mr. Aitchison, Mr. Farr, Mr. Neilson. 
SEATED (left to righl): Mr. Cowgill, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Caito,, Mr. Magda, Mr. Sivell, Mr. Hockey, Mr. Edwards, Mr. Ryan. 
STANDING: Mr. Gill, Mr. Newmon, Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Stefani, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Starr, Mr. llyrno, Mr. J. Murray, Mr. C. Murray, Mr. Wollan, 
Mr. Porenl, Mr. Philchuk, Mr. Costello. 
ASSENT: Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Stecher, Mr. Mcleon, Mr. Popkey, Mr. Augustine, Mr. Levine. 
'THE TOWERS " 19:59 1960 Page Five 
OFFICE STAFF 
SEATED: Mn. Mill,. STANDING, Miu Benlley, Mn. Smith. ABSENT: Mrs. Ruttinger. 
, 
Our last connectfon with the School of Commerce 
Page Six 
JACK ABBOIT 
SA-Trying to Play Pool 
FS-lt Makes No Never Mind 
PP-A Certain Girl 
1970-Who Knows? 
TOM AWAD 
SA-FODtball, Basketball, Baseball 





FS-OK You Wops! 
PP-Mondays 








SA-Breaking into Lockers 




SA-Sleeping in Electronics 
FS-Yah! I' ll do It after 
PP-Math 
1970-Still Going to do it After 
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LEONARD ALE.XANDER 










SA-Dating Gail E. 




SA-Dancing and Playing lhe Part 
of a Wolf 
FS-1 Like Machine Shop 
PP-Mr. Baird 




ball (all sports) 
FS-Shut Up Stanley 
PP-Parents Who Come Home 
Early 
1970-Star Player for 
Los Angeles Dodgers 
ROGER CAREY 
SA-Slumming, Gelling Sick 
FS-Censored 
PP-Jane Mansfield's Husband 
1970-Gelting a Divorce for 
Jane Mansfield 









PP-A Carpenter's Dream 
1970-Picking up Butts on 
Ouellette Ave. 
JIM COURTENAY 
SA-Drinking with " Tiger" 
FS-Who Finished that Bollie? 




SA-Money, Wine, Women 
FS-1 Had a Car Once, You Know 
PP-Judy's Money 




FS-ll' s Nol Feasible 
PP-Gassing Up lhe Car 
1970-Pitter Patter of Little Feet 
STEVE CHMILNITSKY 
SA- Taking Art Courses 
FS-1 Can' t be Bothered 











1970-0ecarie Tool & Die 
GUY CHAMBERLAIN 
SA-Building My Street Rod 




SA-Soccer, Smashing up lhe 
Lathes in Shop " C" 
FS-Sir, My Lathe Is Broken! 
PP-Lathes al Work 
1970-0eck-Hand on China 
Clipper 
JOHN CRITCHLEY 
SA- Borrowing Janisse's Home-
work 
FS-Janisse, Lend me your 
Homework 
PP- When Janlsse Won' t Lend me 
his homework 
1970-Slill Borrowing Janisse's 
Homework 
ANTHONY DE LUCA 
SA-Squeezing the Squeeze Box 
FS-How Was You? 








SA- Playing Accordian 
FS-So What! 
PP-A Girl al Commerce 
1970-Wait and See 
AURELIO CUOINI 
SA-Watching the Blue Sky 
FS-Hey Mac! Gotta Match? 
P P-1 Dislike what I Don' t Like 
1970-Che Sara! Sara! 
ROGER DeLUCA 
SA-Football, Bowling & Reading 
Playboy Magazine 
FS-Hello There! How Wasa? 
PP-Coming Back Home loo Lale 
to go to School on Monday 
Morning 
1970-Catchlng up with my Sleep 









FS-1'1 Pay You Later 
PP-Censored 





















PP-Bright Lights al Heps 
1970-Graduate from Grade 12 
DENNlS GLENN 
SA-Girls, Hockey, Girls, Basket-
ball, Girls and More Girls 
FS-Gee Mr. Baird, This is Only 
my First Year 
PP-Going Outside at Noon Hour 
1970-Working in the Co--ol 
Comfort of an Office 
GERALD HALL 
SA-Going to Amherslburg First 
Aid Team 
FS-You-Know-lt. Harkness Did It 
PP-Betty Lou? 
1970-Still Going lo Amherslburg 
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ROBERT DRESCH 
SA-Making Time with Girls (?l 
FS-She's Not Bad 
PP-Bev (My Favourite Doll) 














FS-Still Friends? Shake on it. 
PP-Kathryn 
1970--Teaching Mr. Lawrence 
Electronics 
BERNARD DUFOUR 
















FS-Hey Gear Box 
PP-Buttons on Mattresses 
1970-Still Testing Mattresses 
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TERRY HENDY 
SA-Fixing Fords 
FS-lt's Jammed in Third Gear 
PP-Haircuts 
1970-Head Pencil Sharpener 
STAN HORVATH 
SA-Skin and SCUBA Diving, 
Photography 
FS-Keep Calm, there Young 
Fellow 
PP-Girls Who Don' t Like Skin 
Diving 
1970-Making My Second Million 
LARRY JANISSE 
SA-Borrowing Harkness' Money 
FS-You Illiterate, Inconsiderate 
Nincompoop 
PP-Critchley 








FS-What Do You Figure? 
PP-Monday Morning lo Friday 
Night 
1970-Designlng Whiskey Bottles 
for Hiram Walker's 
WAYNE HUDSON 
SA-Day Dreaming 










FS-You Must be Kidding 
PP-? 
1970-Be a First Class Machinist 
GARY HOGGE 
SA-Sleeping 
FS-1 Doubt It 
PP-Homework That I Don't Do 
1970-Still Sleeping 
WILLIAM HUM 
SA-Swimming and Table Tennis 
FS-Confuclus said; " Helping each 
Other is One's Duty" . 
PP-I Hate lo Forget to Carry 
Lunch and Without Money to 
Buy Lunch 
1970-We, the Graduates, Will 
Meet Together at Moon 
LLOYD JOHNSON 
SA-Watching Don Harrison 
FS-Was That Nice? 
PP- Wild Bill's Math Class 
1970-Hey Buddy, Got a Dime for 




PP-Spaghetti with No 
Meat-Baits 







SA- Talking to Dora 
FS-Hey Man 
PP-One '47 Pymouth Coupe 
1970-Stlll Talking to Dora 
~ r. -'--~l 
RONALD KERSEY 
SA-Sleeping in Drafting 
FS-Don' t You Like Baird? 
PP-Being on a Girls' Basketball 
Team 
1970-Future Cm of Russia 
PAUL LAFRAMBOISE 
SA-Football 
FS-What's My Mark, Sir? 
pp_, 




FS-What' s the Answer? 
PP-Ticklish Girls 
1970-ReUred on Welfare 
ROBERT LEGAULT 
SA-Arguing with Mr.? 
FS-Bul Sir! 
PP-A Special Teacher? 
1970-Nol an English Teacher 
DOUG MARSHALL 
SA-Belly F. 
FS-Nice PI~, Ox 
PP-Arguing with Betty F. 
1970-Maklng Second Million$ 
JOHN MERGL 
SA-Curb Cruising 
FS-What is in it for me? 













SA-Weight Lifting at Ed's Gym 
Fs-Get Bent 
PP-Skinner's WeightllfUng 
1970-The Most Undeveloped 




PP-American Commercials on 
Channel 9 
1970-Governmenl Printer 
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ED LANDCRAFF 
SA-Coming In Late Every 
Morning 
FS-The Bus Was Late 
PP-Hum! Homework Sometimes 




FS-D'ar Ain't No Towels 
PP-Piccirilli 
1970-McKay's Tool Comp. or 
Teacher 
HARRY MOSS 
SA-Motorcyles, Wild Women and 
Song 
FS-You Know n 
PP-Woody Jones 
1970-Prime Minister. I'm Just as 
Good as Diefenbaker 
DOUG MORAND 
SA-Getting In Trouble 
FS-How About That? 
PP-Don Harrison 
1970-Living Like a King 
GERALD LaPENSEE 
SA-Being a Wheel 
FS-Thal's Life In the Big City! 
PP-Mr. Gillies' Assignments 
1970-Hilch Hiking to California 
PETER MANCINI 
SA-Grape Squashing 
FS-Hec, No Soap, No Towels! 
Whal a School! 
PP-Speeches 
1970-Wine Tasler for Saint 
Catherine's Wineries 
CHARl!.ES MENARD 
SA-Basketball and Public 
Speaking 
FS-1' 11 Smack you Around a 
Lillie Bit 
PP-Listening to Teachers' Fairy 
Tales 




FS-How About That? (Hey 
Merryweather) 
PP-Girls with Cars 
1970-Prinling My Own Money 
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KEJTH MOULDER 
SA-Playing Ball! 
FS--One More for the Road 
PP-That's the Way the Kitchen 
Sinks 
1970-A Butcher with Hands Full 
PETER PESCE 
SA-8road Jumping 
FS-She's All Right 
PP-My Girl with Other Boys 
1970-Looking for Another Girl 
ADAM PRODAN 
SA-Donut Puncher, Orchestra, 
Women 
FS-Don'l Ask Him, He's Only a 
Teacher 
PP-Garbage Mouths 
1970-Retired on Welfare 
FRANK RYAN 
SA-Checking for Ties 
FS-Whal a Hickendorf! 
PP-Drafting 
1970-Stlll Trying to Learn 
Drafting 
JAMES NANTAJS 
SA-Listening to Jazz 
FS-That's the Way it Goes 
PP-Getting up in the Morning 
1970-Stlll Sleeping In 
BILL PHANEUF 
SA-Looking at Nice Girls 
FS-Doing Nothing is Hard Work 
-You Can't Stop to Rest. 
PP-"Girard", the Klljoy 













FS-1'11 Be Back 
PP-Math in the Mornings 
1970-Teachlng Gym al Sl. 
Mary's Academy 
JOHN PICCIRILLI 
SA-Advisor of a JA. Company 
and Dancing 
FS-Whal Happened Last Week-
end? 
PP-Fighting Chemistry 




FS-My Mother Told Me There'd 
be Days Like This 
PP-Freethy 
1970-Puttlng In Time for 




FS-What? The Ham! 
PP-Going out to North 
Talbot St. 
1970-Stock Room Boy 
Page Eleven 
FRANK PERALTA 
SA-Teaching Girls Electronics 
FS-AII Right, Who's Next 
PP-Shy Girls 






1970-Ffoor Walker at Kresge's 
PAUL ROCK 
SA-areaking Tap Wrenches 
FS-1 Haven't Got a Chance 
PP-Writing Examinalions 
















F~el Lost, Punk 
PP-lritelligent Women 
1970--Slaughterlze Dick the 
Bruiser 
JOE TOMC 
SA-Doing (Homework?> at 
Betty's 
FS-Yah!, But Sir! 
PP-Whopsided Classmates 
1970--Stlll Doing Homework 
WALT WHEELER 
SA-Usher 
FS-There Ain't No Soap 
PP-Piccirilli 
1970--A Bollie Blower In the 
Coca Cola Factory 
LLOYD STANLEY 
SA-Learning Math 
FS-Sharpen Up, White 
PP-Stanley-One Hour Tonight 
or 107 
1970--Maklng Pencil Sharpeners 
for Jack White 
KEN STROUD 
SA-Money and Girls 
FS-Wllere's your Homework at? 
PP-Driver Training, Mr. Baird! 
1970--Cleaning Machines 
LARRY TWIGG 
SA-Hockey, Basketball, Girls 
FS-I'm Not Looking al Her 
PP~ealous Girls 
1970--Grinding Tool Bits 
JACK WHITE 
SA-Hockey, Cartoons for the 
Teen Page, Social Committee 
and Fooling Around 
FS-MMM-Lel's Do It Again 
PP-Policemen with Flasl!llghts 
1970--Sharpenlng Pencils for 
Al Capp 
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TOM STASZUK 
SA-Assistant Baby Sitter 
FS--Never Mind the Baby 
PP-The Head Baby Sitter 
1970--Hirlng a Lot of Baby 
Sitters 
ALBERT SZAWARA 
SA-Throwing Rocks al Airplanes 
FS-Shul Up, Harrison 
PP-Admiral SevlWs Math 





PP-Money. It's Hard to Get and 




FS-Now for the Best: Later for 
the Rest 
PP-Bold Mollies (Bold Girls) 
1970--1970 Convertible, Own 
House, Single, Skeptic 
ANDREW STEBILA 
SA-Lorraine 
F'S-Here, Boys, Boys 
PP-Walking to Dances 
1970--Raising Little Staplers 
WAYNE TELASCO 
SA-International Play Boy 
FS-Ahhh-Soooo-Fine 
PP-Porch Lights 
1970-White 3/4-Race Sports Car 
BERT VERNHOUT 
SA-Soccer, Girls (E.P.l 
F~et Out of Here 




FS-Man, Like Grab Your Bike 
and Let's Check Out of Here 
PP:._No Drag Strip in Windsor 
1970-Seatnik 
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FRANK WOJTUSIAK 





SA-Working on Figures! 
FS-Nol To-Day Sonny 
PP-Math 
1970-SUII Breathing 







READY - MIX CONCRETE 
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION 
Roads, Sewers, Watermains 
Excavations 
Page TftlrfHn 
WOOLLATT c!:!:i::n LIMITED 




FRONl ROW (left to right): F. West, L. Pitre, T. 
Fowler, R. McVoy, C. Langlois, L. Dent, S. 
Hermon, A. Roy. 
SECOND ROW, W. Coleby, C. Grovel, R. Gervoi,, 
C. Blois, J. Allison, W. Wheeler, W. Finn, 
R. Renaud, R. Masse, R. Popel, T. Hornick. 
THIRD ROW: T. Koni, R. lock, R. McCollum, R. Groulx, 
R. Brown, J. Gerard, C. Pardy, l. Domphouse, l. 
Rock, R. Parent, F. Murphy. 
9A 
FRONT ROW (lefl to right), Bob Woronchak, Leonard 
Rozon, Fred Buck, Eddie Eagen, Horry Motuchi, 
Richard Westlake. 
SECOND ROW, Jomes McDonald, William Lovcock, 
Richard Schmidt, Edword Colman, David McGee, 
Robed Oonzo, Brion Hull, Croy Browning. 
THIRD ROW: Rolph Walsh, Alan Ru.ton, Clarence 
Le,perance, Glenn Liddell, Michael Bogden, Paul 
Lalonde, Gordon Charron, John Monn. 
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9D 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Donny Bennet, Don Hal-
sleod, Jim Thompson, Richard Trempley, Wayne 
Cecy, Jess Groulx, Richard Hickmon, Mike 
Jankovic, George Demars. 
SECOND ROW (right to left): Jim Gubenville, Rondy 
loromie, Roy Hunler, John Rushmere, Corl 
Gillion, Erminia Bergamo, Gory Corke, Dove 
Parroull, Bill Benneleau. Gory Afflecl, Bernard 
Hawker. 
THIRD ROW (left to right), Doug Blondin, Robert 
Toworski, Jim Kone, Gord Minilly, lorry Wilson, 
John Elford, Ron Jones, Eddie Arnold. 
Page Filteen 
9C 
FRONT ROW (left lo rlghl): Kelch, Trudell, McCann, 
North, Noode, Richeord, Poquelle, levosseur, 
Hurst 
SECOND ROW: Peltier, Cullen, Reidy, Durocher, 
Evole, Mario, Durocher, Myers, Tevossery, Joyce. 
THIRD ROW: Irving, Cotlo, Ogle, Cowely, Forlen, 
Stammler, Groleau, Fedak, Menzel, Gallogher, 
Pirelli, Miller, Rochon. 
9E 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): Gerold Belonger, Edword 
Rawlinson, Bernard Riberdy, Sleven Goz, Gerold 
Robilaille, Trevor Reod, Andrew Hellenbort, Ron 
Cummings. 
SECOND ROW: Wayne Stiers, Gory Shreve, Michael 
Theriault, Brent Wallace, Donald Desjardins, 
Charles Donlon, Harold Baillargeon, Raymond 
Levesque, Jomes Coloulli, Robert Souchuk, 
Wolfgang Schneider, Paul Mineau. 
THIRD ROW: Peler Oziver, Ronald Noccorolo, 
Lawrence Ponchuk, Nick Eidukos, Paul Meunier, 
Alex Mozoris, Donald St. Louis, Jeff Taylor, 
Edword Compeau, Lourie Forono, Paul ledoux, 
Allred Roselle, Jomes Myles, Arthur Fata. 
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What's ahead for you, 
young lady? 
Are you continuing 
your education? Are you 
planning a career in 
business? If you are 
graduating this year, and 
thinking of a business career, 
we invite you to consider 
The Bell Telephone Company 
of Canada. 
T he Bell can help you select 
a career suited to your personal 
interests. You \\'ill recei,·ejob training 
and company courses of instruction in 
many important fields . You earn a good 
salary as well, and you help to maintain 
a public sen·ice essential to your community. 
If ) 'OU are looking for permanent employment, 
why not drop in at The Bell now and find out 
more about the opportunities in this important service. 
If JOU are continuing )'Our education 
you will be interested to know that Bell has splendid 
opportunities for you when you graduate 
from college. Keep us in mind, 
won't you? 
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA ® 
\ 
\ 
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9G 
FRONT ROW (left to right): fronco Merel, G1,ry 
Fenton, John Sontoroso, Bob Schoof, Brion 
Hyslop, Richord Dickson, Woyne Maxwell, Woyne 
Toylor. 
SECOND ROW: Gordon Toggort, Clarence Poun, 
Sergio Bissetto, Morio Boggio, Gary Bailey, 
Jerry Charette, Don O'Meoro, Roll ie Robert, 
Lorry lafontoine, Rodney Hebert, Gory Adoms. 
THIRD ROW: Ken Anderson, Gerard Boismier, Cloude 
Rivoit, Doug Fortier, Vincent fowler, John 
Berglund, Gory Proctor, Tom Ostrowski, Tony 
Solice, Gory Sandison. 
Poge S evenleen 
9F 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Tom lorsh, Robt. Borker, 
Ken Nield, Jesse Gorlow, Bill Colman, Vincent 
Colello, Michael Corr, Bill Popovich. 
SECOND ROW: Morvin Reaume, Nino Medo,o, lorry 
Orom, Del Clopp, Eugene Mencorelli, Ron Duxter, 
David Woltman, Bill Mayville, Robt. Burkinshow, 
Lorry Motte, Roy Ducharme, Doug Rocheleau. 
THIRD ROW: Tom Pyne, Wm. Mclelland, Jim Repoge, 
Clyde LoBonle, Bill Pleshe, Jim Perkins, Robt. 
Pulo, Dovid Chapmon, Victor McKay, Gerold 
Lucier, Bob Morrow, Lorne Postovius, Wayne 
Hess. 
9H 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Ken Thoms, Rainer 
Wushort, Wolly Charette, Bob lovechy, Gory 
Hunter, Dove Talbot, Gory Show, Gillies Comtois. 
SECOND ROW: Ron Celion, Don Proulx, John Codmon, 
Dove Kirkpatrick, Vince Thornton, John Povicie, 
Jos. Talbot, Mario Souvrine, frank Sovoni, Chris 
Kelso, Condido Mocero. 
THIRD ROW, Peter Naccarato, Pot Godowry, Doug 
Langlois, Flaminio Guarasei, Dominic Pacette, 
Leslie Underwood, Don Godowry, Don Lachance, 
Maurice Laliberte, Aurel Legault, Michael Mueller, 
Joe Ferraro. 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): Gary Guotto, Gary 
Nosonclhuk, Tom Gray, Brion Ouellette, George 
Hope, Morton Brovsky. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. C. Popkey, Wayne MocKoy, Max 
Sucee, Bob Vernon, Bill Forfonick, Leslie Irvine, 
Ted Morentelle, Richard Naklie. 
THIRD ROW: Lance Goodfellow, Ran Mayville, Gerold 





FRONT ROW (fell to right), Jim Vosifyen, Ray Lu(ien, 
Cary Blond, Wayne Duke, Dave Pringle, Bob 
Maday, Ron Trudell, Tom Lockheed. 
SECOND ROW: Ken Shaw, Gory Robitaille, Mike 
Hollo, Phil Lykoff, Ken Martin, George Pidultin, 
Ron Gethy, Wally Jacobson, Wayne Menk. 
THIRD ROW: Ernest Jackson, Don Tourangeau, Keith 
Genny, Murray Lorden, Murray Barton, Jomes 
Rock, Harry Morand, Earl Barrel, Dennis Bauda, 
Dennis Decaire. 
TL 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Joe Butcher, Peter 
Gonney, Dan Lucier, Robert Clements, D'Arcy 
Reaume, Robert Andre, Peter Garrod, George 
Georgiu. 
SECOND ROW: Albert Underwood, Paul Morgon, 
Bernard Quesnel, Gary Alexander, Ron Seech, 
Doug Field, Ken Ingalls, Allon Ellwood, Cliff 
Porter, Victor Antonucci, Gary Van Mackelburg, 
John Miller. 
THIRD ROW: Ron Laporte, Ted Story, Milan Golad, 
Jerry Smee, John Sylvestre, Ray Drouillard, 
Russell Vollans, Gary Nye, Jack Shust, Bill 
Griffin, Richard Brenner. 
ABSENT: Tim Ri,dley. 
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Windsor Board of Education 
tenders 
to the Students, Teachers and Principal 
of 
W. D. Lowe Vocational School 
ITS CONGRATULATIONS 
on 
the Scholastic and Other Attainments 
of the School Year 1959-60 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1960 
WARD I ........................................................................ K. C. Hortop, B.A. 
WARD II ...................................................... G. Alan Buchanan, B.A. 
WARD III ..................................... H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D., D.Sc. 
WARD IV .................................................................. G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
WARD V ...................................................... , ..... D. W. Gray, Chairman 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
M. G. Brick, D.D.S. 
H . J. Lassaline, M.A. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
]. G. Craig 
]. C. Lawler 
* WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL * 
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FRONT ROW (left to right), Ronnie Root, Fred 
Finley, Peter Kell, Bruce Thompson, Nigel Rotsoy, 
Vasil Broyannois, Ken Mansfield, Peter Man• 
eh ester .. 
SECOND ROW: Fronk Boudreau, Bab Cushman, 
Roger Vrooman, Jim Sales, Stanley Hamlin, John 
James, lorry Ronson, Geor9e Ostaic. 
THIRD ROW: lorry St. Onge, Jae Dyrcz, Bill Cherry, 
Keith Elschner, Gerald Girard, Roy Brown, Fred 
Wilson, Clarence Bolz. 
Page Twenty-One 
TM 
FRONT ROW (left to right), Dave Peltier, Reg 
Williams, Frank Dennison, Mike Kearns, Bob 
Perry, Jerry Kavanaugh, Garry Proulx, Ed. Smith. 
SECOND ROW: Bob Cobana: Paul Breault, lea 
Cuzzocrea, Onario Corlesimo, Beverly Klingb,ile, 
Ken Cullen, Joe Hebert. 
THIRD ROW: Gornet little, Angella Shapardanolf, 
Leo Morand, Ray Washington, Dan Drouillard, 
Ken Temple, Gerald Renaud, Wayne Dick. 
TS 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Robert Mousseau, 
Dominic Ferino, John Sorg, Alvino Bertelle, 
George Dehetre, Edward Dufresne, Robert 
Marentette, Mr. J. Stefani. 
SECOND ROW: Randy Trumble, John Valmossoi, 
Leo Whitehead, Philip Tessier, Martin Pare, Ted 
Moore, Richard Souran, Donald Desjardin, Dennis 
Manlty, 
THIRD ROW: Leanard Hebert, Jahn Bondy, David 
Lemay, Albert Bryce, Frank Kalas, Thomas 
Veselka, William Reid, Paul Russel, Brion 
Bessette, Donald Houston. 
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:;: CLEARWATER DODGE-DE SOTO LTD. LORNE T. ROWSON (1958) LTD. ::: 
y t ~f NOBLE DUFF LTD. SIMON MOTORS LTD. I 
·i· ABBEY GRAY LTD. WEBSTER MOTORS WNIDSOR .,. 
:; MORAN MOTORS LTD. LTD. :! .. t I WALTER PELETI' WINDSOR MOTOR co. LTD. i 
.~ t 
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FRONT ROW (left to right), M. Kitkowski, G. Pohlman, 
R. Henderson, D. Taylor, G. Sheehan, A. Schin· 
carol, J. Nepa, D. lone. 
SECOND ROW, M. Solima, l. Bohno, R. Bendig, G. 
Provencher, R. Graveline, G. Renaud, A. Pal· 
terson, K. Duracher, G. McMorlon, T. Dawson, 
T. Langlois, J. Souto,, K. St. Pierre, J. Deslippe. 
THIRD ROW: G. George, l. Cope, W. Raymer, M. 
Drouillard, T. He!!, G. Miller, l. Bjorn~on, R. 
Brunett, 8. Brodrick, R. Meyrick. 
Page Twenty. Three 
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FRONT ROW (left to right), Roy Newman, Bill Stull, 
Walter Klaczko, Bren Gunn, Hugh Mclellan, Bill 
Chapman, James Woods, Mortell Robinson. 
SECOND ROW, George Grubjesich, Doug Horstead, 
Bruce Watson, Eric Koslowski, James Rubert, 
John Czombos, Rich Ingram, Robert Browning, 
Phil Vonlare, Lorne Finch. 
THI RD ROW: Ernest Gingras, Yvon Lapierre, Bernard 
Drouillard, Chas. Lesperance, Dave Cochrane, 
Lea Lalonde, Don Liddell, Robert Appleyard, 
Don Welker, Brion Denison, Wolter Zurbilo, 
lorry Lalonde, Fred Gowman. 
ABSENT: Bob Merrifield, Bob Webb. 
lOC 
FRONT ROW (left to right): torne Kiekush, Lawrence 
Denomme, Ronald Tremblay, Norman Thomas, 
Richard Topping, Edward Szpytman, Andr,ew 
Ki ll ian, Lawrence Marcotte, Robert Hoirsine. 
SECOND ROW: Victor Seneczko, Ronald Brown, 
Wayne lessor, Elmer Cyback, John Bobeckas, 
Robert Freeman, Joseph Marchand, Michael 
Hazard, Wayne Rounding, Gory Garton. 
THIRD ROW: William Poberezny, Peter Aubry, Earl 
Bart, Michael Gallant, Robert McDonald, Sort 
Borg, Michael Malenfant, Ronald Dupuis, Joseph 




vocation, it will pay you to read about what a 
career in banking has to offer you-its oppor-
tunities and benefits. Simply drop a line to the 
Staff Department, Bank of Montreal, P.O. Box 
6002, Montreal, and ask for a copy of "Career 
Opportunities at Canada's First Bank". If yoi.: 
prefer, you can call in at your nearest branch for 
a copy. There is no obligation, except to yourself. 
BANK OF MONTREAL 
~444, 9Vl4t a'~ 
Ouellette Ave. & Tuscarora St. Branch : 
ROBERT CUNNI NGHAl\l, Manager 
Tecumseh Blvd. & Moy Ave. Branch: 
EDWARD PRATT, Manager 
Wa lker Roa-0 Branch, Walkerville: 
ROGER A. PURTON, Manager 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): B. DeRush, C. Lavigne, 
B. Willioms, F. Miner, D. Monforton, K. Lalonde, 
M. Zonet, R. Borg. 
SECOND ROW: B. Gollie, T. Bowser, P. Domphouse, 
B. Johnson, G. Cummings, B. Chen, K. Foster, 
D. Rocco, T. Trupp, T. Moore, R. Sherlock, N. 
Ryoll, H. Dobson. 
THIRD ROW, L. Bensette, J. Brown, B. Co:za, G. 
Krakanar, R. Rupert, C. Smith, R. Chmilnitzky, 
S. Hunt, R. Rawlings, P. Fleming, J. Dilkins. 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): Jim Radie, Gary Vanlith, 
Ran Doherty, Richard Litster, Boyd Szentmiklossy, 
Arthur Johns, Robert Bigness, Ernest Dmythrigov. 
SECOND ROW: Joe Hutter, Eugene Middleton, Bill 
Dupuis, Bryon Wells, Reinhold Knoll, George 
Sutherland, Tom Gamble, Maurice Diotte, Eddie 
Dell, Larry Peltier, Joe Devalkenaere, Wayne 
Logon, Bill Turner, Jim Lobzun. 
THIRD ROW: Frank McAnnally, Joe Hodare, luciona 
Ca .. ano, John Sartori, Ronald Landgraf!, Dan 
Renaud, Dan Lajoie, Claudia Vendrame, Joe 
Czachor, Clarence Anhorn, Clarence Casgrove, 
Jim Hot.on. 
lOF 
FRONT ROW (left to right): John Zdunich, Donald 
Sharp, Robert Rice, Murray McNeil, Jerry Walker, 
George Carruthers, George Yakanich, Jack Foote. 
SECOND ROW: Willie Armbruster, Gary Myers, Dan 
Oullette, Elden Barton, Frank Quinlan, Fred 
Lang, Norma°' Dam phouse, Bill Brookes, Eugene 
Kersey, Jack Hill, Alfred Rabine!. 
THIRD ROW: Robert Atkinson, Bruce Musson, John 
Roberge, Barry Burnside, Richard Janes, Richard 
Shady, Mike Anderson, Len Bodyk, John Moore, 
Lorne Pierce, Tom Coran. 
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FRONT ROW (left to right), Alfeo Powledo, Don 
Gelinas, Dove Robert, Clifford Poisson, Ozzie 
Seguin, Paul Snyder, Bab Purton, Dave Jewhurst, 
Gary Bandy. 
SECOND ROW, Dwayne Bandy, Wayne Chevalier, 
Dennis Diatchenka, Stewart Young, Jim Casgrove, 
Dan St. Louis, Ken Campeau, Carmen Naccarato, 
Paul Diotte, Jim Badder, Tom Hood, Otto Faust, 
Jack Baker. 
THIRD ROW, Dale King, Ron Filiault, Gary Garant, 
Mike Dwyer, Jae Strasburg, Jim Raeside, Gord 
Lambrick, Dove Smith, Peter Ippolito, Ron 
Loiselle, Pat Soucie, Art Hellam. 
Page Twenty-Seven 
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FRONT ROW (left to right), Carl McDougall, Gary 
Graves, Alda Zanuttini, Wayne Hogge, Arthur 
Sangal, Jim Nabbs, Richard Roberts, Neil 
McDonald. 
SECOND ROW, Frank Povcic, Ronald Pineau, Fred 
Granger, Doug Vollens, Wayne Painter, Gary 
Renaud, Bab Kopetonov, Helmut Loeffler, Ron 
Dales, John Harl, Jim Collard, Edward Tousi-
gnant, Len Rock. 
THIRD ROW, Don Daynes, Dennis Banner, Donald 
Lock, Bob Bidinost, Paul Lesperance, Bob Holli-
day, Mike Guarino, Gary Campeau, John Owen, 
Wayne Fenn, Doug Popejoy, Maurice Tennant, 
James Latouf. 
1 lA 
FRONT ROW (left to right), Vince Amlin, Bill Smith, 
Dave Workman, Jerry Durance, Dan Praetor, 
Dave Lavell, Larry Gregorczyk, Bill Che dour, 
Al luck. 
SECOND ROW, Larry Morch, Dan Arseneault, Glen 
Gary, Norm Kuzniak., Ron Hickey, Bob Monford, 
Walt Ruston, Joe Molnar, Ed. Regan, Carter West, 
Joe Roberts, Jerry Haigh, Ron Kinghorn, Bob 
Vargyas, Ian Mcleary. 
THIRD ROW, Jerry Morden, Dave Aikin, Garry Juben-
ville, Ed Gerrard, Wayne Hillman, Joe Kostelnik, 
Rick Crackle, Ron Fodor, Peter Mersch, Garry 
Mclean, Jerry Oltean, Gord Oglan, Reg Apple-
yard. 
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Pure Automobile 
the all-new ones from 
Chrysler of Canada for 1960 
~ 
Surrounds you with silent strength 
Unibody construction gives 
twice the torsional strength 
and 40% more beam strength 
Here is a family of cars built a whole new way 
- the 1960 cars from Chrysler Corporation. 
We call this new construction Unibody because 
body and frame have been designed into a 
single, solid unit. 
Gone is the old concept of a body and a frame 
held together with nuts and bolts. In the 1960 
cars from Chrysler Corporation the new, all-
welded body gives you a car with twice 
the torsional strength and 40% more beam 
strength than cars made the old way. 
And also gone, with the nuts and bolts, are a 
surprising number of squeaks and rattles. 
These cars ride so quietly they sound and feel 
like they're going 10 miles per hour slower than 
they are. 
Pure automobile- built stronger to last longer. 
And styled in quiet good taste to look good 
longer, too. Simple facts that mean these cars 
will bring many dollars more whenever they're 
sold or traded. 
Stop in soon at your neighborhood dealer's 
and get acquainted with the all-new ones for 
1960. Let a drive bring out the difference 
great engineering makes. 
The Quick, the Strong, and the Quiet 
VALIANT PLYM OUTH 
CHRYSLER 
DODGE DART DODGE DESOTO 
IMPERIAL --? 
/f 
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FRONT ROW (left to right), Gordon Dick, Jim 
McTaggart, Frank Begley, Paul Dale, Dan Puskas, 
Bill Dowhaniuk, Nestor Klem, Warren Tay. 
SECOND ROW, Roger Stocco, Bob Ditchfield, Larry 
Stanciu, Dominic Roti, Charley McDermand, Frank 
Lang, Dave Darroch, Bill Watkins, Charles 
Drouillard, Gordon Morley, Barry Raymar. 
THIRD ROW: Louie Belland, Doug Racine, John 
Murtagh, Mike Deluca, Harvey Gaetz, Jim 
Vogler, Jim Huot, Morris Boissmier, Bob Rabinet, 
Norman Hennin, Steve Bertrand, Rick Wynanls. 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): Gerd Koenig, Allan 
Whiting, Ted Dilkens, Maurice Gioncane, Her-
man Kreimes, Angelo Recchia, Dave Millben, 
Jim Ferguson, Paul Voinaroski. 
SECOND ROW: Douglas Hunter, John Mottiuz, Stanley 
Redko, Keith Hopkins, Douglas Inglis, Mike 
Wengrzynski, Tony Sirianni, Robert Gillies, Larry 
Murphy, John Rice, Corl Rivord, Robert Ridley, 
Larry Hyttenrauch, Allan Daws. 
THIRD ROW: Wm. Kiekush, Arnold Buhler, Richard 
Gagnon, George Zojacs, Waller Stammler, Terry 
Lawton, Dave Morgan, Rager Awad, Malcolm 
Allman, Murray Mclennan, Chou Jin, Stuart 
Winkfield, Ron Way. 
118 
FRONT ROW (left to right), David Ouellette, Ron 
Cunningham, Don Marzin, Bob lrich, Lino 
Colaulli, Jack Fauria, Peter Domino, Larry Martin, 
Enzo Mio. 
SECOND ROW: Ron Roach, Chris Pasma, Ron Tessier, 
Andy Wa9ioll, Ron Campeau, Larry Sweetman, 
Stephen Matthews, Lorry Beach, Barry Neilson, 
John Frame, John Aron, Paul White, Ken 
Custance, Ed North, Wayne Grenon, Robert 
Porter. 
THIRD ROW: Tefry Danylu,k, Richard Zabolotny, John 
Ondracka, Ian Napier, Gordon Neilson, Wayne 
Pestru, Marvin Shuker, Larry Pawluck, Edward 
Tremblay, Patrick Endo, Dave Hebert, Jack 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): Fronk Dupuis, Wilfred 
Pitch, Jim Wright, Ken Kennedy, Bill Freemon, 
Bill Olbey, Roy Anger, Bob Wollison. 
SECOND ROW: Ron Purcell, Jim Latouf, Jock Mc-
Collu,,;, Gory Vetor, Terry Vern Sickle, Tom Wass, 
Eric Berghind, Roy Yoell, Eugene Souliere, Bob 
Reod, John Coscioni, John Perschurtto, Gory 
Jacobson. 
THIRD ROW: Fred Langlois, Fred Lesenke, Cecil 
Rupert, Eugene Serro, Ron Lauzon, Allon Votes, 
Lynwood Sadoi, Vic Cousineau, Armand Roch, 
Ed Koschoh, Joun Horcoux, Corl Pulina. 
Page Tltirty..One 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): John Obermok, Joe Tocco, 
Bob Rowse, Fronk Rankin, Robert Quimby, Lorry 
Bednarski, Robert Tessor, Ken Jones. 
SECOND ROW: Maurice Amyot, Fronk Oottermonn, 
Robert Donby, Cheong Yun, Bill Robinson, Bob 
Sanderson, Dominic Sbrocco, Lorry Morcuzzi, 
Gerold Dimitroff, Wayne La Rose, Orvol Masse, 
Ron Galasso, Gerald Melo,he, ~oy Bylmtr, 
Marcel Poisson, Alfred Reaume. 
THIRD ROW: Bob Patrick, Jim Starrett, Stanley 
Grondin, Roger Hebert, Don Cowling, Jim Block-
ton, Mike Rislivojev'ic, Romeo Orland, Wilfred 
Souchereou, Dennis Eoves, Art Renaud, Richard 
Bartnik. 
12A 
FRONT ROW (left to right): W. Telosco, R. Dresch, 
A. Stebila, F. Prealtor, J. Zacher, J. Ouellette, 
R. Oelicca, T. Stazul. 
SECOND ROW, It Skinner, J. Stewart, P. Rock, 
L. Twigg, G. Dennis, A. Prodan, B. Forshaw, R. 
Kersey, B. Desrosier, T. McDonald, 8. Schoof, 
J. Dresbovich. 
THIRD ROW: L. Cheshire, C. Menard, L. Mortin, T. 
Shuttleworth, F. Diotte, H. Lee, F. Wojlusiot, 
R. Alexandra, R. Ridley, P. Pesce, G. Citron. 
ABSENT: J. Mergl, .t.. lake, B. Smith. 
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EDUCATION 
preparation for the work of life 
Ford of Canada encourages young people in their search for education. Over the past six years, 
36 university scholarships have been awarded to the sons and daughters of employees. 
The young men and women chosen may select any approved college or university in Canada. 
Ford of Canada also helps support a number of youth programs including the Canadian Council for 4-H Clubs. 
To stimulate creative talent and fine craftsmanship, the Ontario Student Craftsman's Fair selects the 
projects entered by Ontario students in the Industrial Arts Awards sponsored annually by Ford Motor Company. 
Teaching aids and educational motion pictures are made available to Canadian schools. In addition, 
Ford of Canada Dealers in many communities participate in High School driver education projects. 
We are proud to be associated with many educational activities, because we believe that a sound 
education is the best preparation for the challenges and opportunities of the future. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED 
FORD • FALCON• METEOR• FRONTENAC • MERCURY• MONARCH• THUNDERBIRD •LINCOLN• ANGLIA• PREFECT 
CONSUL• ZEPHYR• ZODIAC• TAUNUS • FORD TRUCKS• MERCURY TRUCKS• THAMES VANS & BUSES • FORD TRACTORS 
FORDSON TRACTORS • FORDSON DIESEL INDUSTRIAL ENGINES• EQUIPMENT FOR AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): Richard Cowley, Joe 
Vondensteene, Aurelio Cudini, Richard Corriere, 
Richard Emery, Roy Winseck, Stan Horvath, Bill 
Beiko. 
SECOND ROW: Clifford Zavitz, Peter Mancini, Wolter 
Zarzecki, James Nantois, Ken Stroud, Joe Tome, 
Vincent Pizzuco, Larry Jonisse, Bert Vernhout. 
THIRD ROW: Tony LeLuca, Roland Gobel, Andy Hark-
ness, Joa Adomus, Tom Awad, Jim Critchley, 
Jock Pyne, Lorry Schroeder, Gerold La Pen see. 
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FRONT ROW (lelt to right): Al Szowora, Jim Courie· 
nay, Charles Dent, Don Harrison, Mike Chamber-
lain, Lynn S.,rnes, Gregory Brion, Gerold Kirk. 
SECOND ROW: Gerald Holl, Wes Tremblay, Doug 
Morand, ,Lloyd Johnson, Richard Brush, Jock 
Abbott, DO'llg Marshall, Em ii Chaborek, Keith 
Broadfoot, Fred Johnson, George Henry, Richard 
Hunt. 
THIRD ROW: Bill Phaneuf, Dan Sills, Len Alexander, 
Keith Moulder, Charles Collins, Gerold Slack, 
Gille Lalonde, William Kung, Robert Groulx, 
Robert Girard. 
12D 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Jock White, Art Whited, 
Gerold Golomb, Gory Hogge, Frankie Ryon, John 
Piccirilli, Paul Lo Frombroise, Roger Corey, Gory 
McKay, Wayne Dempsey. 
SECOND ROW: Bob Lo Gault, Ron Ackerman, Gory 
Gallagher, Terry Hendg, Terry Decaire, Wayne 
Montgomery, Joe Borg, Guy Chamberlain, Bill 
Hogg, Bernie Dufour, Lawrence Cybok, David 
Brooks, Steve Chimilnitsky. 
THIRD ROW: Jock Fenton, Bob Londgroff, Wayne 
Hudson, Lorry Mosey, Bill Hum, Gory Klingbyle, 
Wolter Wheeler, Harold Moss, Tim Hornsey, 
Neil Jone,, Lloyd Stanley. 
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TECHNICAL UNITED 
EXECUTIVE 
SEATED (left to right): Gerold Lo Pense, president; Jim Ouellette, Vice President. 
STANDING: Jim Zacher, Treasurer; Mr. G. Aitchison, Teacher Sponsor; Tony De Luco, Secretary. 
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
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FRONT ROW (left to right): John Hotneon, Jim Huot, John Pi<eirllli, Ken Kennedy, Wayne Montgomery, 
Ed North. 
SECOND ROW: Mr. Walton, Fronk Ryon, Jim Kurek, Wayne Grenon, Bob Porter, Jock White, Mr. Dickson. 
THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
Pog• Tltlrfy.fln 
The Social Committee was organized on September 22, 1959. Mr. E. W. Walton, who was in charge of 
the Social Committee last year was reappointed by the Principal for the same position. To help with the supervision, 
Mr. Dickson was also appointed. In the first meeting, which was attended by fifteen or more members, the 
executive was elected. They are the following: Chairman- John Piccirilli; Treasurer - Frank Ryan; Secretary-
Wayne Grenon; Sub-Committees: Rrefreshments-Wayne Montgomery; Checking - John Hatneau; Door - Frank 
Ryan; D. J.-John Piccirilli; Advertising-Jack White. 
The aim of the Social Committee is to plan and supervise dances held by the school in the main gymnasium. 
The committee held their first dance on October 16, 1959 which was well attended. In addition, the committee also 
held dances after the home basketball games, which drew a crowd of approximately 300 students every time. 
To add to the success of these dances, new records were purchased. 
The most important responsibility was the planning and labour incurred in the preparation of the Com-
mencement Exercises. Since we do not have girls at our school we invited members of the Social Committee of 
Commerce High School to a id us for that evening in decorating the gymnasium. After the ceremonies were 
finished the graduates were led to the gymnasium. 
The committee members then proceeded to serve the refreshments to the graduates. Entertainment was pro-
vided by an orchestra from our school, and is called " The Techniques." 
The Social Committee climaxed the year's activities by staging the largest dance ever held at W. D. Lowe. 
It was called the " Shamrock Rock", with students from every high school in Windsor filling the gymnasium to 
capacity. 
The Social Committee was most successful and could not have achieved all that they did, without the help 
of the principal and staff, and to them we extend our most sincere thanks for their help. 
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PUBLIC SPEAKING 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Charles Menard, 1st Prize, Senior Division; Larry Hyttenrauch, 2nd Prize, Senior Division: 
Jock Moore, 2nd Prize, Junior Division; Mike Dwyer, 1st Prize, Junior Divison. 
ORCHESTRA 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): Jerry Durance, Adam Propon, Doug Horstead, Ken Custance, Lloyd Johnson, Paul Damphouse, Ron Kersey, Paul Dale, 
Stuart Winkfield, Bruce Walson, Bab Browning. 
SECOND ROW: Warren Tay, Don Walker, Bill Stull, Bob Woronchuk, Leonard Rozon, Tony Sirianni, David Millben, Bob Patrick, Gordon Charron, 
Clarence Bali, S. Levine (Director). 
THIRD ROW: Ernie Gingras, Martell Robinson, George Zajacz, Jim Crouchmon, Hugh Mclellan, Allan Yates, Allan Ruxton. 
FOURTH ROW: Brian Hull, Roy Bulmer, Bob Girard, Fred Granger, Peter Mersch, Rick Ingram. 
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Poems and Essays 
FIRST PRIZE SENIOR 
Tony Sirianni-11 C 
WHAT IF-
What if the stars all stopped to shine 
And the night was no longer divine. 
Would the sighs of true love dwindle, 
Just because the stars don't shine? 
What if the birds all stopped to sing 
And seasons thus, lacked everything, 
Would the joy of life just crumble 
Just because the birds don't sing? 
What if the tide should fail to flow 
In its movement to and fro. 
Would seas become one stagnant pool, 
Just because the tides don't flow? 
Hal but the 5tars and birds are guided 
By the mighty hand of God, 
And the tide's fresh flowing, ebbing, 
Move precisely at His word. 
• • • 
FIRST PRIZE JUNIOR 
Don St. Louis-T9E 
THE LITILE HOUSE 
It lies among the thousand streets 
Where every day we stalk, 
But only city noises fill 
Its vaults where none can talk. 
Great buildings loom above its roof 
White fences 'round it goes, 
And over it the city dust 
In grimy wave-lets blows. 
Inside the house the worms have fed 
The bones are lying trim, 
The flesh and tissues all have gone 
From skull to lower limb. 
It's dark inside the little house, 
The rooms are very glum, 
The walls at night are very cold 
But one day, light will come. 
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SOUNDS DURING AN EXAMINATION 
by Ron Mayville-TK 
It was planned and ready to be tried. The most daring crime was to be pulled in 9-b. We were going to do this 
because we hadn't studied for the test . The teacher walked in and said " Boys". His voice sounded like a trumpet. 
"Today we will have an examination and there is to be no talking or cheating." He sot down and said: "You may 
begin." On the last word papers rattled and pens scratched over them with earth shattering sounds. I was just 
starting to answer my first question when I heard a loud scratch and tap. Bob hod started our crime. He was asking 
me the answer to the first question in Morse Code. I took a look at my paper. I said to myself: " Was my answer right?" 
I thought for a second, sent my reply with a clicking and scratching sound just like a telegraph operator. "His 
name is Dovey Crocket," was my reply. After my scratching and tapping was over, another tapping came in. It read: 
" It wasn't Davey Crocket; it was Daniel Boone and I want you two boys to see me after three. I looked up, the teacher 
had a big grin on his face. 
With a sigh I went back to work on the test. I was aware of what was to happen; I did finish. I would flunk and 
get a detention. 
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1st Prize Senior Essay . .. 
EDUCATION AND WHAT IT MEANS TO ME 
Frank Ryan-12D 
To me, education does not mean just twelve hard, 
necessary years of schooling with teachers ready to 
pounce on you the minute you do something wrong. Nor 
does it mean that I am thinking as I go through school: 
"Well, only three, two, one more year and then it 
will be all over with." People who go through school 
with this attitude, go for the following reasons: 
( 1) Because they have to go. Their parents will 
expell them out of the house i f they do not 
remain in school. 
(2) Because they get free room and board. This 
reason ties in with number one fairly closely, 
but does not really coincide to a great extent. 
Their parents may not evict the sons from the 
premises but they will make them pay for their 
food, clothing, shelter, etc. 
(3) Because it gives them something to do. The 
unemployment situation at this time is very grave, 
and being in school gives them a worm place 
to stay on o cold winter's day. They figure it 
is better Iha n standing on a street corner doing 
nothing, while their parents will probably be 
thinking that they are out looking for work. 
They do not realize that they are wasting the 
taxpayer's money, the teacher's time, and their 
fellow students' time. 
(4) Because it is easier than putting in a full day's 
work, if he can get it, in some· factory or shop. 
If he is a person who likes to waste time, such 
as situation No. 3, then he wouldn 't last long 
on a job anyhow. 
In my opinion, a person cannot get enough educa-
tion, Today, if you do not have at least a high-school 
education, you are turned down at every place you seek 
employment. You may get a job digging ditches or 
putting a cover on a bottle as it goes by on an assembly 
line. These jobs don't even require skill, let alone educa-
tion. But, if this is the type of work you want to do, be 
patient, for there are many names on the lists ahead 
of you. 
Education is a vital thing if you want lo get along 
in this world. I know that in quite a number of cases it 
is not possible to continue your education after you 
graduate from high-school, but I must say that if a person 
is desirous enough, and has enough grit, he can find a 
way to work and continue his education gf the same time. 
It is hard, but if a person tries hard enough, he can 
make it. 
But I am trying to impress upon you the advantage 
of getting your education now, while it is the easiest 
possible time, and getting as much of it as you can, for 
you will find that later on the old phrase will rebound 
and haunt you, "Boy, I wish I had gone right through 
school, while I had the chance." 
1st Prize Senior Short Story. • • 
THE GHOST 
William Hum-12D 
Away back in the nineteenth century, in the country-
side of a certain town there stood an ancient house. 
It was a large, elaborate house belonging to a rich 
merchant who had gone overseas for the purpose of 
trade. So this large house contained merely a mistress 
and her only daughter and a number of servants. 
Most people of this town, when seeing this ancient 
house, had a peculiar thought in their minds. They con-
sidered that it was something mysterious and strange, 
and some day something would happen to it. 
At last, something really happened and the news 
spread that a ghost was haunting that house. The whole 
town was aroused by this terrible yet interesting news. 
They gathered together in the streets and discussed with 
their neighbours, or went near the haunted house and 
asked the servants about it. 
They were told that every night that household could 
hear footsteps trotting down the stairs and sometimes a 
ghost would appear in a white dress, with long hair, 
and then disappear as quickly as a flash. It was so 
horrible and frightening that even their mistress and her 
little daughter decided to leave the house. The servants 
were even more terrified. They did not dare to go around 
the house alone. Whenever they wanted something, they 
would go in a group, afraid that the ghost would come 
out. 
Conti nued on next page 
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At last, as the mistress was at a loss to know what 
to do, she telegraphed the merchant to come back. 
In spite of the vivid descriptions of the ghost which he 
heard, the master would not believe the story and 
thought that it was too absurd. So that night after his 
arrival, he decided to see the ghost himself. 
As the night came, this brave man carried a gun 
and hid under the stairway to watch the appearance of 
the ghost. All around the house was the jet-black darkness 
and not even a light was lit. The wind blew fiercely as 
it passed through the plants and trees; it made a most 
horrible hissing sound as if it was the screaming of some 
elf. Together with the rustling of the large glass lamp 
hanging from the ceiling, it made a most horrifying duet 
that made one's hair stand up. 
One o 'clock, two o 'clock, and as time passed there 
was not even a trace of the ghost. The merchant laughed 
to himself and decided to go to sleep. Suddenly some-
thing was going to happen and he heard someone tramp-
ing heavily on the stairs with even but slow step,. The 
merchant, though he· was quite frightened by that time, 
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Po9e Thirty-Nine 
gathered all his strength and courage, and holding the 
gun, he prepared to come out and shoot the ghost. But 
it was too late; as he came out from the hiding place, 
he saw a terrible scene. The ghost was coming towards 
him. He saw a figure, all dressed in a white long gown, 
with long hair covering her face, and having her arms 
stretching out as if she was going to clutch her prey. 
The merchant was sore afraid and seemed paralysed 
and could not have the strength nor voice to speak. 
As the ghost came nearer, he dropped his gun and it 
made a big noise. Just then the ghost stood still as if 
she had been awakened by the sound. When everybody 
in the house came down to see what had happened, he 
discovered that the ghost was merely the housemaid who 
had the habit of walking in her sleep. 
After that, everything settled down, and his house 
was no more regarded as a haunted house or a mysteri-
ous building. But the merchant decided to have it repaired 
and repainted so that it would look brand new and lively 
instead of giving other people a feeling of terror or 
isolation. 
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- SPORTS -
FOOTBALL 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Tom Awad, Alfeo Povoledo, Roger Awad, Wayne Pestru, Mr. Ryon, Mr. Edwards, Don Merrifield, Hugh Mclellan, 
Ron, Lorry Schroeder, Wayne Logan. 
SACK ROW: Roger Deluco, Doug Inglis, Dove Lovell, Jim Ouellette, Jim Zacher, Don Harrison, Nestor Klem, Fronk Perolta, Ron Salasso, Ed 
North, Dan Monlforton, Bob Porter, Gerald Lapensee, Fronk Dotterman, Jack Cadman, Vic Cousineau, Paul Laframboise, Don Matthew. 
ASSENT: Ron Little-, Ed Bechard, Pat Endo, Bill Smith. 
Another year of football is completed and the Lowe Roughriders were under-manned, but under the expert guid-
ance of Mr. R. Ryan and Mr. R. Edwards, we made a good showing by making the semi-finals. 
Practice started early in Autumn and the first game came even earlier, on September 25 against Walkerville. 
This was our first victory; thien followed two losses against Patterson and Assumption. Forster and Herman then fell prey 
to us. Kennedy dealt us our final defeat in the regular series. The Play-offs were then delayed one week because of 
rain. The day of the play-off was cold and the field was frozen like a rock. When the game was over, the weather 
was much colder. Assumption then went all the way to winning the city championship. 
We had the material for a championship team in Ron little, Don Merrifield and Tom Awad who made the first 
string All-City and Jim Zacher, Len Bertelle and Roger De Luca made second string, and receiving honorable mention 
was Don Harrison. 
Ron little received the trophy for the most valuable player and Hughie Mclellan received the award for the most 
improved player. 
Here's my thanks to the coaches, along with the rest of the team, for their hard work. I am sure if more come out 
and stick it out the coaches will be rewarded with a championship team next year. 
Jim Ouellette 
GYM TEAM 
LEFT TO RIGHT, Richard Skinner, Gory Coillpeou, Mr. B. Newman, John Owen, Wayne Fenn. 
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SOCCER 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Mike Ristivojevic, Luciano Cossona, Mike Guafino, A. B. Harrison (Cooch), Reinhold Knoll, George Georgiv, Bert 
Vernhoul. 
BACK ROW: Rabin Meyrick (Manager), Nino Medoro, Joe Borg, Frank Povicic, Mario Zanel, Fronk Merel, Bob Borg, John Sanlarosso, Dominic 
$brocco. 
The 1959 soccer teem did not appear as strong as in previous years. It had been hard hit by the graduation of 
such stalwarts as Rudy Graf, highest scoring forward ever to play in WSSA, and Mike Lutsch, a solid defence player. 
Furthermore, little Charlie Smith was lost to the squad via the eligibility rule. 
Nevertheless, the team went through the regular schedule undefeated, although they did hove a couple of close 
calls when they were held to scoreless ties. 
For the first time in soccer, a single schedule was played and the four top teams qualified for the play-offs. 
W. D. Lowe was matched with Kennedy in the semi-finals. On a greasy field at Jackson Park, Lowe forged into a 2-0 
lead before Kennedy countered with a single in the third quarter. In the fourth quarter the Lowe team ran out 
of gas, and a fired-up victory-hungry Kennedy team scored twice to eliminate Tech from the play-offs. 
If any bouquets are to be thrown in the direction of the soccer team, they should fall to George Georgiv, who 
developed into the main scoring punch of the team, and to Dominic Sbrocca, who played a solid two-way game on 
the half-back line. 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
FRONT ROW (left to right): J. Czachor, H. Mclellan, J. Murray (Coach), M. Baggio, M. Mclellan. 
BACK ROW: J. Zocher, (Sid. Mgr.) R. lngrom, W. forfonich, D. Talbot, R. Trudell, J. Ouellette (Sid. Mgr.}. 
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SENIOR BASKETBALL 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Lynn Sadie, Paul Dale, Dave Brooks, Mr. Mclean, Tom Awad, Roger Awad, 
Alf. Povelleta. 
BACK ROW: Jim Zacher (Mgr.), Wm. Cunningham, Dave Hebert, Bill Beiko, Bill Dowhaniuk, Al 
Szawara, Doug Inglis, John Maltiuz, Jim Ouellette (Mgr.). 
This year's Senior Basketball Team showed lots of hustle and teamwork but lacked early season experience. If 
they had played as they did in their final two games they would have been play-off contenders. 
Leading the team in floor play, Captain Tom Awad inspired the team spirit shown in every game. Dave Brooks 
lead in points and rebounds. Both Tom and Dave were top selections for the second All-City Basketball Team. We wish 
them well in their next year's pursuits and want them to know we will miss their effort. 
Also graduating will be Al Szawara and Bill Beiko, two clutch players who gave a good account of themselves 
when called upon. 
Next year's team will have Alf Povellette, Paul Dale, Roger Awad and Doug Inglis back with first string experience 
as well as Dove Hebert, Benny Evola, Lynwood Sader, John Mattiuz and Bill Cunningham who gained experience while 
seeing limited action this year. 
Special thanks go to Jim Ouellette and Jim Zacher who looked after the team management very efficiently. 
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SENIOR HOCKEY 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Don Matthew, Armond Rock, Jock White, Richord Westlake, Vic Cousineou, Gory Sandison, Doug Vollans, Gory 
Adoms. 
BACK ROW: Joe Tome, Lorry Twigg, Poul Diotte, Art Hellman, Mr. Philchuk, Glen Dennis, Gary Fenton, Dominic Svbrocco, Gary Hogge. 
The Hockey Team of the W. D. Lowe Technical School was practically a whole new team and under the direction 
of a new coach. The coach this year was Mr. Philchvck. The team consisted of the following players: in goal was R. 
Westlake; the defence consisted of V. Cousineau, G. Fenton, A. Hellman, and J. White; the forwards were: G. 
Dennis, L. Twigg, D. Matthew, D. Vollans, A. Rock, G. Adams, G. Sandison, P. Diotte, and D. Sbrocca. The team 
this year did not get into the finals or anything but I believe that after a team had finished playing us they knew 
that they had played a real hard hockey game. The player that was chosen for the Most Valuable Player award is 
Vic Cousineau. One thing that hindered our team this year is that it was a whole new team; another thing was the very 
poor school support at the games. Next year, if more students come out to cheer at the games, I am sure the team will be 
right at the top of the league. Let's see you next year out at the games! 
TRACK 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Wayne Coleby, Lynn Sadai, Nestor Klem, Wayne Logan, Mr. W. J. Sivell (Cooch), Don Merrifield, Hugh Mclelland, 
Dave Brooks, Joe Borg. 
BACK ROW: Pot Endo, Roger Stocco, Al Szowora, Don Harrison, Roy Yoell, Gordon Dick, Len Alexander. 
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MILE RUNNERS 
FRONT ROW (left to righ't), Lorry Hyttenrauch, Mr. W. J. Sivell (Cooch), Alan Dawes. 
SACK ROW, Robert Ridley, Eugene Kersey, Charles Dent. 
GOLF 
The W. D. Lowe Golf Tournament was held Monday, September 21st, 1959 at Little River Golf and Country Club. 
Due to Kennedy Collegiate having their tournament the same day and being first at the tee, our boys did not get 
under way till about 2:00 so we did not finish till 6:30. Th e weather was sunny, warm but windy, so the scores were 
rather higher than usual. 
In the Junior Division three boys participated-Terry Danyluk, 118-101, Garry Shreve, T9E-101, Dick Ingram, 
lOA-109. 
The first two were tied for low scores. Two extra holes were played, Terry Danyluck being the winner. He 
wins the Harry L. Ord Memorial Trophy. 
Eight boys participated in the Senior Division. The results are listed below. Bob Marentette, TS-83. Roger Carey, 
12D-87, Jack Fauria, 11 B-87, Ed Gerrad, 11 A-92, Bob Sherlock, 1OE-100, Pat Endo, 11B-103, Lynwood 
Sadai, 11 F-1 08, Dave Smith, 1 OH-116. 
Robert Marentette is the lowest but as he dropped out of the school's tournament after he had played 11 holes, 
the championship was awarded to the next who was Roger Carey and he wins the W. D. Augustine Trophy. 
Kennedy is the winner and wins the Augustine Trophy for the sixth consecutive year. 
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VOLLEY BALL 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Robert Legault, Len Sadai, John Mattuiz, Oave Hebert, Gordon Neilson. 
BACK ROW: Bill Farfanick, Paul Dale, Dave Brooks, Gory Gorton, Gary Hogge. 
ABSENT: Frank Boudreau, Bob Forshaw. 
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Without any holdovers from last year's champions, the volleyball team had to fight its way with an all new squad. 
They fought hard all season, came close, but failed to win a match. Their first game was a victory against Patterson and 
their last against the High School of Commerce. But they were unable to group two victories to win. Ending their 
season with a victory points the way for next year. 
Dave Brooks played! a big part in the games with his spiking. Backing him up were Dave Hebert with his 
driving serves, John Mattuiz and his steady play and Bob Forshaw's returns. Inspiring throughout was Sadai's play, 
pep and chatter which never ceased to help the team when the going was rough. Rounding out the squad and playing 
their part were: Gary Garton, Paul Dale, Robert Legault, Gord Neilson, Gary Hogge, Bill Farfanick. The coach was 
Mr. J. Stefani. 
Even so, the team was much better than the records show, and with a year's experience will be out to get that 
championship next fall. 
BADMINTON 
FRONT R:OW (left to right): Larry Hyttenrauch, Gary Hogge, A. J. Gillies (Coach), Ronald Ridley, 
Bob Legault. 
BACK ROW: John Berglund, Gordon Neilson, Allan Daws, Ken Nield, Lorne Finch, Keith Hopkins, 
Robert Ridley. 
Although this was the first year for boys' badminton in our school, the turn•out was very satisfactory. There were 
fifteen regularly active members; enough, since only one marked court is available. 
The practices were initially held on Thursdays after school in the small gym. After Christmas it became possible 
to have practices on Tuesdays as well. Before long the group showed remarkable improvement under the guiding hand 
of our coach, Mr. Gillies. 
At the time of writing we are preparing to enter the W.S.S.A. Badminton Championship contests. The team has been 
selected, and it is hoped that Mr. Gillies, with the help of a new member of the staff, Mr. Coltas, will be able to 
arrange intensive training. Bill Hum, Larry Hyttenrauch, Gary Hogge, Keith Hopkins, Ken Nield and I will probably 
represent the school. A number of Grade 9 and 10 boys are coming along fine and should form a good nucleus for 
next year's group. Ron Ridley, President 
\ 
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- CADETS -
OFFICER CLASS 
FRONT ROW (left lo right): LI. Tom McDonald, Lt. Allon Daws, Lt. Bob lock, Maj. Carter West, Adj. Robert Ridley, Lt.-Col. Larry Hyttenrauch, 
Maj. Gary Hogge, Maj. David Workman, ,LI, Paul White, Lt. Bob Droullard, LI. Eugene Kersey. 
SECOND ROW: Lt.-Col. A. B. Harrison, Don Lock, Mino Medoro, Wilfred Souchereau, Richard Zabolotny, Ross Popel, Jack Hill, Jack Foote, Lt. 
Alfred Povoledo, Jim Badder, Gord Oglan, Jim McDonald, Lt. R. Ryan (Instructor). 
THIRD ROW: Dave Chapman, Vic McKay, Clyde Labonte, Larry Lafontain, Albert Underwood, Bob Souchuk, Mike Anderson, Frank Long, A ldon 
Barton, Wolfgang Schnider, Dennis Kostescu, Don Droullord, Mike Muller. 
SIGNALS 
Fronk Morgan, Frank Lang, Pat Gadoury, Richard Zobolotny, Ed Rawlinson, Jim Collard, Wilf Souchereau, Robert Barker, Aurel Legault, Ken Nield, 
Flaminio Guarosci, Paul White, Mario Sourini. 
--
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Cl-lEERLEADERS 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Mt. Popkey, John Frame, Doug Marshall, Al Buhler, John Hatnean, Allen Yates. 
- RIFLE TEAM 
FRONT ROW (left to right): J. Silvestre, Pierce, I. Marcoux, R. Gagnon, E. Gerrard, R. Chmilnitzky, 
P. Mersh, Dennis Bauda. 
SECOND ROW: J. Stewart, J. Zacker, G. Cummings, K. Hopkins, W. Smith, G. Olgan, D. Worltmon. 
BACK ROW: J. McDermand, J. Kersey, Wm. Schoof!, T. Milne, Ed North, K. Kennedy, J. Durance. 
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PR~F~CTS 
FRONT ROW (left to right): Tom Awad, Berl Vernhoul, Joe Adamos, lorry Schroeder, Gerold k irk, Stan 
Horvath, Tony Oeluco, Andy Harkness. 
SACK ROW: Mf. McMonus, Aurelio Cudini, Fronk Ryon, Steve Chmilnilsky, Peter Mancini, Jim Nontois, 
Bill Beiko, Albert Szoworo, Andy Stebilo, Lloyd Johnson, Joe Tome, Jim Zacher. 
ABSENT: Garry Hogge, Don Merrifield. 
FRONT ROW (left to r,ghl): Wolter Stammler, Mike Wengrzynski, Lor,ry Hyttenrauch, Richard Gagnon, 
Allan Daws, Doug Inglis, Robert Ridley, Rager Awad. 
SACK ROW: George Zajac, Stanley Redcoe, Anglea Recchia, Gord Koenig, Bob lrich, Herman Kriemes, 
Maurice Giancane, Allan Whiting, Bill Dohaniuk, Paul Dole, Ted Dilkens, Keith Hopkins, Carter 
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